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ABSTRACT
The geomorphologic vulnerability of Rio Itabapoana Coastal plain is studied from the
perspective of beach and inland variables, splitting the area into five classes, ranging from
high vulnerability to low vulnerability. Four stations over the beach were analyzed regarding
sediment size statistics, beach profile and waves size. Also, an analysis of satellite images
gave an idea of which areas within the coastal plain are flooded according to the river flow
(measured data). The Quaternary evolution of the plain determined the vulnerability, as the
most vulnerable areas are the lowest (ancient coastal lagoon) and closest to the current beach
(affected by sea-level rise). The least vulnerable are the areas lying within the Holocenic
beach ridges, in the southernmost part of the beach arc, which are the highest (obtained from
SRTM data). It is expected that this work could help stakeholders to make an occupation plain
over the municipality.
INTRODUCTION
Although the term Vulnerability is not fully defined, it can be understood as a connection
between two factors: susceptibility, which is intrinsic to the environment and determines its
capability on resisting an impact given its natural aspects (biological, physical and
geological); and risk, which is a function of human activity, and varies according to the type
of this activity (DUTRIEUX et al., 2000).
There is a current need for the elaboration of occupation plans, avoiding vulnerable areas, in
order to prevent people from natural disasters, like floods, which are one of the greatest
problems in Brazil lately (SUGUIO, 2001). Understanding geological settlement of the area is
vital to avoid vulnerable areas. As Rio Itabapoana coastal plain was constructed during the
Quaternary, its evolution during this period must be studied. The only study available for the
area gives an age of about 5,230±230 years (MARTIN et al., 1996)
The aim of the present work is to define vulnerable zones within Rio Itabapoana coastal plain,
given its Quaternary evolution and sazonal dymnamics (wet and dry seasons).
MATERIAL AND METHODS
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The beach vulnerability was studied with a different methodology from the coastal plain,
apart from each other, but both were joined together after, giving a singular vulnerability
result. To study the beach vulnerability, four stations along Praia das Neves and Marobá were
sampled, each separated by about three km. On each station, one sample from the berm and
one from the beach face were collected and analyzed according to Suguio (1973)
methodology and separating the classes according to Folk and Ward (1957). The software
Gradistat® was used to give the statistics of the samples. The beach profile, the mean wave
high, the wave period were also collected and observed in each station. In laboratory this data
could be calculated by Wieger (1964) classification (regarding mean grain size and beach
slope), which separated the stations between exposed, semi-exposed and sheltered beach.
Brunn rule (Brunn, 1962) was used to determine the local shore erosion, with the help of
nautical charts, from the Brazilian navy. Those results were also put in comparison with the
limits defined according to Muehe (2001) for the Brazilian shore.
The coastal plain vulnerability was studied through satellite images. First, aerial photographs
from Instituto Estadual do Meio Ambiente (IEMA, 2008) and Instituto de Defesa Agrícola e
Florestal (IDAF, during the 1970’s, RADAM project) were used to determine
geomorphology. Landsat and CEBERS series were used to monitor flooded areas as river
flow increases or decreases (data obtained from the software SisCAH® and plotted in
software ArcGis). Finally, the altimetry was obtained from SRTM data. With the use of this
software and the data obtained, the vulnerable areas could be drawn.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Topography (FIGURE 1), mainly resultant from geomorphology (thus, Quaternary evolution),
showed that Holocenic beach ridges constitute a high area (reaching 8m high) surrounded by
low-areas. The backhand from the beach-ridges is practically uniform (varying only 4m),
resulting from the drowning of Rio Itabapoana valley. Eventually, some Pleistocenic beach
ridges reached over 8m high, but this is not true for all the ridges, as erosive processes took
place over sandy deposits; besides, there had been an association of those beach ridges with
the island-barrier system (DOMINGUEZ, 1981). MARTIN et al. (1988) found similar
altimetry results for Barrier III in Rio Grande do Sul, with ages around 123.000 B.P.
Satellite images (over 30 were used) showed that the geomorphology of the barrier-island, in
direct discordance with paludal deposits practically stayed the same over flood events.
However, the whole coastal plain of Itabapoana River during flood events (Q5, return period
of 2 years) is flooded, and fortunately it is barely occupied. Thus, it can be inferred that even
the greatest flood events that took place over the last 30 years weren’t able to modify the
landscape (examples are given in FIGURE 2). The shoreline hasn’t changed greatly either
(since 1970), which indicates that this is a stable area regarding oceanographic aspects. In
regards to the vulnerability of the shoreline, the southernmost station was the least vulnerable,
being classified as sheltered beach, as the northern part was classified as exposed beach and
the most vulnerable. The Brunn’s rule for all the stations agreed with Muehe (2001) proposal,
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with small variations, thus, the last one was used. FIGURE 3 shows the areas and the
vulnerability of each one.

FIGURE 1: Altimetry of study area

FIGURE 2: Satellite images showing flooded areas and permanence flow
Very High vulnerability zone corresponds to Mangroove areas; the ones over the coastal plain
that are constantly flooded (as shown above); and a zone within 50m to the actual sea-level,
that would react to a sea-level rise of 30 cm. The High Vulnerability zone corresponds to the
area that would react to a 1m of sea-level raise and the Pleistocenic beach ridges, which,
despite from reaching over 6m high, are surrounded by low-areas. The Medium Vulnerability
zones corresponds either to the paleo-barrier-island (DILLENBURG AND HESP, 2009) and
to a zone within 500m from the actual sea-level, that would respond through its groundwater
to a rise of sea-level. Low to Medium vulnerability corresponds to the low area within the
Holocenic beach-ridges, which are eventually flooded.
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FIGURE 3: Vulnerability of the Coastal plain
It is right to assert that the most recommended areas to occupy (Low Vulnerability) are the
Holocenic beach ridges, especially the ones closer to its backhand side.
CONCLUSIONS
Quaternary evolution is mostly likely the cause for vulnerability, as it is responsible for the
altimetry. The methodology applied to study the coastal plain origin from its sediment and
geomorphology fit within the reasons for which the areas are currently flooded. The
Pleistocenic beach ridges, that were flooded by a coastal lagoon during the late Quaternary
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was eroded, being lower, thus, more vulnerable. On the contrary, Holocenic beach ridges, that
constitute ancient beaches are higher and the, less vulnerable. The use of satellite images
togheter with river flow data was satisfactory and easy to apply. The relationship between
riverflow and flooded areas can help stakeholders to decide whether the occupation is feasible
or not within a region.
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